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ABSTRACT
An electrochemical double layer capacitor often called a supercapacitor. Supercapacitor stores electrical charges in
the electric double layer at an electrode-electrolyte interact with separator between two electrodes. Supercapacitor is
new technology of storage devices of electrical energy. Due to its long cycle life and high power density, it is
advantageous than conventional capacitor and batteries. Separator materials have important role for improving
capacitance and energy density of supercapacitor. It is also effect on ESR and power density. In leading research
and development organisations in the world, research works is going on in search of porous separator materials for
improving performance of capacitance of the supercapacitors.
Keywords: Supercapacitor, Separator, Energy Storage Devices.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years growth of energy consumption is
increased, and storage of electrical energy is most
important problem arises, hence there is essential of
energy storage devices. Battery, fuel cells and capacitor
are the conventional energy storage devices. The
supercapacitor is recent trend of the energy storage
devices. Which is stores energy in the form of charge.
Supercapacitor are the high power and energy density
than the conventional energy storage devices like fuel
cells, capacitor and battery. Electrochemical capacitors
with high electric capacity. supercapacitors is a essential
components
in
modern
power
engineering.
Supercapacitors have less charging and discharging
time, Due to this advantages, there is a wide range of
applications of these energy storage devices, for
example, as sources of strong current pulses, for quickly
charging useful amounts of energy, e.g. for electric
engine braking.

Supercapacitors consist of two electrodes of highly
porous materials separated by an synthetic polymeric
material that allows ions through it by diffusion which is
known as separator, and both electrodes are connected
with this ion-permeable process. When voltage is

applied between both electrodes, an ion in the electrolyte
form electric double layers of opposite polarity to the
electrodes polarity.The electrolyte provides the
conducting medium. Separators are used to physically
separate the both electrodes to avoid a short circuit by
direct contact. For minimize ESR, separators have
required to thin and must be porous to the conducting
ions between them. Separators are chemically inert to
protect the electrolyte's stability and conductivity.
Supercapacitor consists of electrodes, current collectors,
separator, and electrolyte. Many researchers had done
research to achieve a high performance supercapacitor
for various experimental studies such as on the
electrode, current collectors, and electrolytes to have
their high energy and power densities. On the other
hand, only a few research papers reported about the
study of separator for the energy storage devices. Large
number of research is carried out on supercapacitor, for
its properties like, high power density, high durability
and fast charging and discharging mechanism. Scientist
have done experimentations on various types of porous
membrane to obtaining high power, high capacitance,
low ESR, high energy density of supercapacitor. More
recently for separator material, they are focusing on
natural porous materials. Some of the researcher is
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experimentation on egg shell membrane type of
separator for supercapacitors and other applications.
In this Research work, the Polyethylene types of
separator with different thickness and which effects on
supercapacitor parameters are studied. The polyethylene
separator are used, but there are nonwoven
polypropylene (PP) mat, AGM, porous PP membrane,
HI-SEP, PVC and nonwoven cellulose paper used in
energy storage devices.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
Experimentation
There have Polyethylene type of separator used for
experiment. There have three types of PE thickness,
0.35mm,0.25mm,.20mm. In market there are standard
thickness of separators are available mostly. The
manufacturers are produced same standard of thickness
of separator. For variation of separator thickness beyond
standard thickness the increased separator layers
between the two electrodes one by one.
First, the all types of separators are cutting there ribs and
make smooth and proper size of thickness. Then each
types of separators are cutted in proper dimension for
required to prototype developing supercapacitor. The
size of separator is 3 cm X 4 cm. For experimentation
developing of one prototype, taken two wire mesh
SS316 of dimension 1cm X 3cm. A MnO2 (50%) and
Vulcun XC–72(50%) with isopropyl are activated
material paste is formed, a loading of 20 mg/cm is
applied on the wire mesh. After loading, wire mesh is
kept dried for 15 minutes by naturally, also it is dry by
the use of dryer. After drying, wire mesh is sandwiched
between the one type that is first 0.35mm thickness of
three separators with the help of feviquick solution
which is used as a adhesive. Another prototype was
developed by using a same activated materials and
electrode size with different thickness like 0.25mm and
0.20mm. For all prototypes, electrolyte used is
potassium sulphate (K2SO4) because it got higher
potential voltage. After this, above process is repeated
by increasing the layers of Polyethylene separator
between two electrodes of supercapacitor of three
different types of thickness of separator. The variation of
thickness of PE separators increased and the effect of
capacitance and internal resistance are observed.

Figure 1: PE (0.20mm) separator two layers of super
capacitor

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The capacitance and ESR are the significant factors for
design of the supercapacitor. There are analyzed the
capacitance and ESR factors influenced by the multiple
layers of supercapacitor with PE types of separators
having various thickness. Electrochemical capacitors are
able to achieve high levels of capacitance and store large
amounts of charge due to the ample availability of
surface area. The porous separator membrane that
separates the two electrodes of an electrochemical
capacitor allows ions to diffuse across to the opposite
electrode, without recombination, when voltage is
applied. Separators are manufactured with fiberglass
cloth, thin plastic films made from nylon, polyethylene .
It must be porous and very thin to allow the charged
ions to pass without obstruction. The separators of
supercapacitor must be able to withstand penetration
crystalline minerals in order to prevent the electrodes
from contamination. The ions move through the
Separator via an Electrolyte solution. If the separator
breaks down, this will weaken high power cells end
results.
Table 1 : Capacitance of three different size of
polyethylene supercapacitor with variation in separator
layers
Thickness
1 layer
2 layer
3 layer
4 layer

0.35mm
0.2308
0.2179
0.3125
0.2711

Capacitance (f)
0.25mm 0.20mm
0.2815
0.26933
0.3083
0.2736
0.2944
0.34049
0.2549
0.40381
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Table 2 : Esr of Three Different Size of Polyethylene
Supercapacitor With Variation In Separator Layers
Thickness
1 layer
2 layer
3 layer
4 layer

0.35mm
17.33
48.19
51.20
60.85

ESR (Ohm)
0.25mm
23.7737
30.8191
49.7255
62.7619

0.20mm
50.12
40.20
33.43
23.50
Figure 4 : Capacitance of PE (0.25mm) separator
layers of supercapacitor

Figure 2: Capacitance of PE (0.35mm) separator layers
of supercapacitor

Figure 3: ESR of PE (0.35mm) separator layers of
supercapacitor

Figure 5: ESR of PE (0.25mm) separator layers of
supercapacitor

Figure 6 : Capacitance of PE (0.20mm) separator layers
of supercapacitor
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